Bayer Environmental Science has decided to give the MAAGCS Education Scholarship Fund a $25.00 voucher for every case of Bayer's New Fungicide Tartan sold this year to a golf course that is a MAAGCS member.

Program Period: All purchases from May 1st thru August 31st will be eligible for a voucher. All orders must be purchased from a Bayer authorized distributor with proof of purchases from the program period.

Bayer will make a formal presentation at the September meeting to the MAAGCS for the Educational Scholarship Fund.

The Facts, Fast on Tartan: Most Fungicides can manage disease. Tartan helps you manage turf health, turf stress and time. Want broad spectrum performance with a 21 day residual? Want a fungicide that's cost Effective enough for fairways but excellent on greens and by the way the cost per acre is $204.00 and doesn't require a tank mix? That's a lot to ask. But Tartan delivers.

So when your local distributor rep visits your course don't forget to ask about Bayer's Tartan and the MAAGCS Educational Scholarship Fund Program. And by the way its..... Backed by Bayer.